How can Stop save you from boredom?
Are you suffering from a terrible case of boredom? Yes? Well then, this incredible time stopper is
what you need. Stop is disguised as an everyday spray can but with another side to it and is very
simple to use. Are you hooked yet? Then please continue…
How it works
If you’re grounded and you need to find your way to freedom, all you have to do is activate the fun
at just the touch of a button. The few steps are simple and your be leaping for joy in no time at all.
First of all, sneak out of your bedroom and find a clock or a watch. (If there is one in your room you
won’t need to sneak out). Next, make sure no one is watching you even if it is a small bird or worm
because they won’t be frozen in time. Once you’ve done all those things , get your stop spray can
and spray the clock. This causes the chemicals in the liquid to react with the metals causing time to
stop. As a result, time freezes and everyone except yourself is frozen in time.
Now its time to have some fun! While time is currently broken, you can escape from your room and
move objects , people and maybe you can draw on things to play pranks. If you do these things, you
can become the Prank Master. While time is paused you can not catch disease or die of old age even
if you freze the world for a thousand years. This is because, you can’t get any older. If you wish to
start time again, return home to the same clock and spray it again. Tip: Make sure the clock is telling
the right time and isn’t broken before you start.
A few extra words of wisdom:
You can use this time machine as many times as you want. If time is stopped and you’ve run out of
spray,you must simply get another can. You must have a time licence to use the spray so when time
is frozen, you scan your card before and after you leave the shop.Otherwise, you are stealing andwill
be frozen.Scanning your card only occors when time is frozen. 89% safe!

